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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are three valid options when creating a new security policy? (Choose three.)
A. Reset client
B. Deny All
C. Allow
D. Reset All
E. Alert
F. Deny
G. Block
Answer: A,C,F
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
The intent of least privilege is to enforce the most restrictive user rights required
A. By their security role.
B. By their job description.
C. To execute system processes.
D. To execute authorized tasks.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Least Privilege; the security principle that requires each subject to be granted the most
restrictive set of privileges needed for the performance of authorized tasks. The application of
this principle limits the damage that can result from accident, error, or unauthorized. - Shon
Harris All-in-one CISSP Certification Guide pg 933

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You have a server that runs Windows Server 2012 R2.
You create a new work folder named Share1.
You need to configure Share1 to meet the following requirements: Ensure that all synchronized

copies of Share1 are encrypted. Ensure that clients synchronize to Share1 every 30 minutes.
Ensure that Share1 inherits the NTFS permissions of the parent folder.
--Which cmdlet should you use to achieve each requirement?
To answer, drag the appropriate cmdlets to the correct requirements. Each cmdlet may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following protocols is used for dynamic addressing?
A. SMTP
B. DNS
C. DHCP
D. NAT
Answer: C
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